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What is therapy?
It is an
invitation to
set out
upon a journey together – into an
awesome
jungle of the unknown. There can be no map, but
carry care and
sustenance instead. Enter respectfully, tread gently:
it is a path to the soul.
The jungle shields, or releases, its wild splendour;
its riches cannot be taken by force,
nor its mysteries displayed on command.
There we can find the person within the persona,
the genuine within the haze,
the un-knowledge, which can emerge and become known again:
agonies in flames,
crouching in fear-caves, fractured energies, lost happenings, tears boiled dry,
frozen hope;
wounds putrefying into ashen age, crushed hearts, lungs yearning for breath and voice.
We walk
heights and depths, encounter breath-taking beauty and torrid spume, hear all around us the
whispers
of life urging to be fully expressed. We blow sand away to uncover a Name within the names that
we’re called
and those we brand ourselves. Amidst this mêlée of chimpanzees are shades of a true Me and You:
cut, bruised, hurt,
unheard, unformed, deformed. Wide-eyed, longing to be met and transformed – yet hiding from
the gaze, darting through the
undergrowth in another game. Volcanoes press, seethe, burst with anger. Oozy marshes reek
with shame. Slicks of guilt-oils sheen-taint
poisoned water. Ruins weep desolate echoes of silent emptiness. Uprooted tree trunks
float helplessly, flop over waterfall brink, tumble, squirm
in maelstrom beneath… and flounder out of sight. Winding ways wend, strewn
with massive boulders, puzzle-weaved fronds and branches, vine-strand
links trailing, home for secret creatures peering from history mist.
There are cliff faces to climb, chasms to bridge, clearings for to dream, to ponder,
to invent and to play. Pools calm – and streamlets
bubbling with love and sunlit gleams of vivacity. Pearls soothed and smoothed in the
oysters of woe, while overhead old
pterodactyls squawk and shriek their hungry hate, ungainly, piercing air, tearing sky.
Forging new pathways
through the maze, we explore growth and decay. We celebrate and laugh.
We grieve. We
nod and learn, move on. More to find, more to
be gained.

